Abstract. The Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle provides guidance to the fundamental question of determining what a given set of observed data tells us about the underlying data generating machinery. Hence, in the broadest sense the MDL principle relates to the central question of all science, although its most useful applications have been to the more practical problem of tting statistical models to data. In this article, we review the MDL principle and demonstrate how it may be protably applied to the logical problem of language acquisition.
Introduction
The Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle provides guidance to the fundamental question of determining what a given set of observed data tells us about the underlying data generating machinery. Hence, in the broadest sense the MDL principle relates to the central question of all science, although its most useful applications have been to the more practical problem of tting statistical models to data.
The purpose of this article is to introduce the reader to the MDL framework and to demonstrate its utility in modeling language acquisition problems. To this end, we consider the logical problem of acquiring the metrical system a human language and compare its formulation in the traditional generative framework, in the Bayesian framework, and in the MDL framework. Our comparative analysis of these dierent learning frameworks argues strongly that the MDL framework is well suited to modeling language acquisition problems.
Previously, the MDL principle has been most successfully applied to the notoriously dicult problem of tting statistical models to data. As a paradigm of such modeling problems, consider the familiar curve tting problem, where the objective is to summarize a set of points on a plane by a`smooth' curve. Intuitively, we want a curve which should be close to the points but which at the same time must not be too close, for we may be able to wiggle a curve through all the points, which in most cases is not what we want. Such an overly complex curve does not allow good generalization of observed data or accurate prediction of future observations. Clearly, in this paradigm a curve is a model of the data, and by a`smooth' curve we really mean a`simple' model. The question of how to formally dene the`smoothness' of a curve properly is what makes these problems notoriously dicult. Despite the important role our intuitive ideas about the complexity of a model plays in model tting problems, there is no formal notion of it in traditional statistics. Since the issue cannot be ignored, it has prompted the use of numerous ad hoc techniques such as cross-validation.
The MDL principle oers a conceptually attractive solution to the model tting problem. It states that the best model is the one which permits the shortest encoding of the observed data together with the model itself. Hence, the performance of a model is measured in terms of the code length with which the data can be encoded when advantage is taken of the constraints in the data as expressed by the model. And at the same time the complexity of a model is also measured in terms of the code length required to encode or describe it. When the combined code length is minimized, we have stricken an optimal balance between the capability of the model and its complexity. Although we in general cannot expect to nd the very best model by algorithmic means, the principle oers a way to learn from the data: continue searching for better models as long as new properties in the data are discovered that are worth more than the code length needed to describe them. When we have to stop, we know that we have exhausted all the means provided by the studied models, and no one can teach us more about the data without proposing new models.
The MDL principle has its roots both in Shannon's information theory [21] and in the theories of inductive inference [9, 22] and algorithmic complexity [2, 10] . As we shall see, the shortest code length, relative to a class of models, also called the stochastic complexity, extends Shannon's information in a natural manner. And just as his famous`noiseless' coding theorem sets the mean information as the lower bound for all forms of prex codes for the data, there is an extended coding theorem that provides a similar justication for the stochastic complexity. The stochastic complexity diers from the algorithmic complexity mainly in the nature of the models and the model classes chosen, in which computability theory plays no role.
The remainder of this article consists of ve sections. The rst three sections serve to introduce the reader to the philosophy and technical apparatus of the MDL framework. In the fourth section, we contrast the MDL framework with the Bayesian framework championed by Li and Vitanyi (this volume) and many others. In the fth and concluding section, we formulate the logical problem of language acquisition as a model tting problem within the MDL framework. To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we apply it to the metrical acquisition problem considered by Halle and Idsardi (this volume) and Dresher (this volume). n=0 A n for their union. For convenience, the rst power A 0 consists of the empty string, written as . In information theory a nite string x = a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 A 3 of symbols is called a message, but we prefer the name data string or sequence.
The set A 3 can be conveniently viewed as an innite upside-down tree with branching factor d and the null string as the root at the top. Each node corresponds to a string x = x 1 ; : : : ; x j dened by the path to the node from the root. If in this tree we drop all the successor nodes of a collection of nodes, we get a subtree, which if nonempty necessarily has the same root as the innite tree. A subtree is called complete if each of its nodes either has no successors or all of its immediate successor nodes are in the subtree. Nodes without successors are called leaves.
A code C is a one-to-one map from A 3 into B 3 , the set of all nite binary strings. Nothing essential is lost by restricting the code alphabet to be binary, which for our purposes is all that is needed. A simple example is a code dened for the three-symbol alphabet A = fa; b; cg as follows: C(a) = 0; C(b) = 10; C(c) = 11. This is extended to strings by replacing the symbols by their corresponding codewords thus: C(aabac) = 0010011. Notice that with this particular code you will be able to decode any binary string without commas separating the successive codewords. This is possible because the code denes a binary subtree where the leaves correspond to the three codewords, and no extension of a codeword can dene another codeword. When each codeword is a leaf, the code is called a prex code, or it is said to have the prex property. Such a property is not only desirable for the sake of easy and`instantaneous' decoding, but it implies the fundamental Kraft inequality for the code lengths for a nite or even countable alphabet, where the code length L(x) is the number of digits in the codeword C(x): The equality holds if and only if the tree, dened by the codewords, is complete in the sense that there is no leaf which is not a codeword, in which case the code is called a complete prex code. We give the proof of (1) for a complete prex code; the modication needed for the incomplete code is obvious. Consider the leaves of a complete binary code tree. Take a pair of leaves with their common father node. At least one pair always exists because of the completeness assumption. The two leaves have the same code length, say m. The contribution of the two leaves to the sum (1) is 2 0m+1 , where m 01 is the depth of the father node. So, the sum in (1) is unchanged if we had reduced the set of codewords by replacing the two leaves by one codeword, that dened by their father. By repeating this reduction process we end up in just two reduced codewords, each having length one, and having the original value for the sum, namely and we ask whether it is possible to construct a prex code for the alphabet f0; : : : ; d 0 1g with lengths dened by these integers. The answer is yes. All we need to do is to sort the integers by increasing size and construct the code tree as follows: Assign to the rst codeword the left-most leaf 0 : : : 0 of path length given by the smallest integer. Continue by assigning to the next codeword the next left-most available leaf of length dened by the second smallest integer (which, of course, may be the same as the smallest), and so on. The Kraft-inequality guarantees that there always will be enough nodes for the codewords, regardless of the alphabet size. Clearly, this is not the only code with the given lengths.
We see in (1) that a prex code denes a distribution via P (x) = K 2 0L(x) , where K = 1= P y 2 0L(y) is the normalizing coecient needed in case the code is not complete. Conversely, if we have a distribution dened on a nite or countable set, we can construct a prex code such that its codeword lengths coincide with the integers d0 logP (x)e, where dye denotes the smallest integer upper bound to the number y. Hence, to within the irrelevant normalization a prex code and a distribution are equivalent. Since any nitely describable object can surely be encoded with a codeword of a prex code, and hence we can talk about the sodened probability of the object. Further, since it does not make any dierence whether we encode`random' data or`nonrandom' parameters, we have a uniform interpretation of probabilities in terms of the code lengths, which is in contrast with the Bayesian philosophy, where the interpretation of probabilities for the parameters poses grave diculties calling for`subjective' or other nonscientic means. As a practical matter, it is sometimes far easier to contemplate concrete codes for objects, frequently parameters about which no repeated data are available, and calculate their code lengths than to select more or less arbitrary distributions as`priors' for them. For example, we may wish to talk about polygons in a 2-dimensional space. It is easy to visualize how to encode each by encoding the position of its nodes. Compare this with the task of selecting a`prior' distribution for the set of all polygons! Let us consider a concrete example of a prex code for an innite alphabet. Our alphabet 6 is the set of all positive integers. The idea of the coding scheme is to encode an integer n in binary, which requires dlog ne bits. This scheme does not have the prex property, because all codewords are prexes of innitely many other codewords in this scheme. Therefore, we will think of each codeword W (n) as consisting of a nite sequence of substrings W (n) = s 1 s 2 : : : s l , where s i is the binary representation of the length of the next substring s i+1 . More formally, let b(n) be the binary representation of the integer n. Then our prex code may be dened recursively as W (n) = W (dlog ne 0 1)b(n). (Some cleverness is needed to choose the codewords for the rst substring s 1 .) For example, W(16) =`10 100 10000 0' is decoded by rst reading the number`10' = 2 in the leftmost two bit positions. This tells us that the next 2+1 positions contain the next length integer, which is`100'=4. The next 4+1 bit positions contain the number`10000' = 16. Because the next symbol is a`0', this number is the the binary representation of the encoded number. Had the next symbol been a`1' instead, then we would have continued decoding the length information.
This code is called the Elias code, after its inventor Peter Elias [7] . The Elias code is particularly ecient for large integers. Its code length function is L W (n) = log 3 (n) + log c where c = 2:8650 : : : is a constant needed to satisfy the Kraft Inequality with equality. By means of the Kraft Inequality, the Elias code denes the probability distribution P (n) = 2 0LW(n) on the positive integers. This very important distribution, due to Rissanen [15] , is called the \universal prior for integers." 2.2. The Entropy and the Mean Code Length. We now establish a link between the entropy H (X) as a measure of information and the mean number of binary symbols required to describe or encode objects by proving the rst fundamental theorem in information theory, usually credited to Shannon but also sometimes referred to as Gibbs' inequality. Theorem 2.2.1. Let S be a nite or countable set, and let P and Q be two distributions on S . Then
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if
(ii)
Q(x) = P (x) for every x. Here, 0 log 0 = 0:
Proof. By Jensen's inequality,
the equality (ii) holding as claimed, because the logarithm is strictly concave. A function is strictly concave if each of its secants lies strictly below the function, except at the endpoints.
Since each prex code length function L(x) denes the distribution Q(x) = 2 0L(x) = P y 2 0L(y) , Theorem 1.1 gives
so that the entropy is a lower bound for any mean prex code length, which by (ii) is reached only when the code lengths coincide with the data generating distribution.
Often the set S is taken as the set A n of all strings of some length n over an alphabet A, which is either nite or countable. Moreover, the probability function P n (x n ) is then in addition required to satisfy the compatibility condition
for all strings x n = x 1 ; : : : ; x n , where x n z = x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; z. Such a family of distributions fP n (x n )g, also written more simply as a function P (x) on A 3 = S n A n , denes a random process or an information source.
Notice that the code length 0 log P (x) given by (ii) of Theorem 2.2.1 is optimal only in the mean sense, rather than for each individual outcome x. However, for large n the set S = A n is very large, and just as in long series of ips of a fair coin the ratio of the heads to the total number of throws is close to 1/2 in virtually all of them, the overwhelming majority of the strings x n generated by the source are such that 0 log P (x n ) nH (X): The reason for this is fundamentally the fact about binary trees that the overwhelming majority of the nodes lie near the leaves.
Therefore, if we design a code such that it assigns the length about 0 log P (x n ) to the particular data string x n , we know that it takes a near miracle to nd a shorter code for this string, or to put it the other way, the string x n , generated by the given source, would have to be an exceptional one for us to be able to encode it with a shorter code length than L(x n ) = 0 log P (x n ); which justiably is also called the ideal code length. The word`ideal' also frees us from the petty requirement that a code length must be an integer. The original name for the ideal code length is information, which however can be misleading for it does not convey the idea we informally mean by`information'. In the theory of stochastic complexity even a third name for the same quantity is used, namely, Shannon's complexity of the string x n , relative to the distribution P .
Models and the MDL Principle
By part (i) of Theorem 2.2.1 together with its subsequent interpretation in terms of code length we know how to design ecient codes when a distribution dening either a random variable or an information source is given: The code should be so designed that the codeword for string x n has length L(x n ) = 0 log P (x n ): Conversely, by part (ii) with the subsequent discussion which allows us to dispense with the expectation operation for long data strings, we know that if we have been able to encode a string of data with the shortest code length, the code must incorporate the data generating distribution. More generally, we can argue that there is no need to assume the data to have been generated by any distribution whatsoever, for if a code can compress data, it must incorporate some properties that restrict the data. But this is at the heart of all modeling, for no model can be useful unless it mimics the constraints in the data, at least to a degree. The ideal case is, of course, that it captures all the constraints, which corresponds to our having obtained the absolutely shortest code length (relative to the ground language in which we describe the constraints.) By the equivalence of a distribution and a code we can identify both with a`model', and we can measure its goodness, or, equivalently, the strength of the constraints it predicates for the data, by the reduction in the code length it provides. In our opinion this also is the essence of learning. The learned amount of information from the string can be measured by the reduction in the code length from the number of bits it takes to write down each observed symbol that the use of the suggested models has made possible. This corresponds well with intuition, for in the primitive case where the data follow an algorithm, the complexity of the string is the length of the algorithm in some programming language, hence a constant, and for a long enough string the per symbol code length will be as small as we like. The limit zero suggests that we have learned all there is to learn in the string. If again you generate a binary string by ipping a fair coin, it will be almost surely the case that no model can reduce the code length, suggesting that there is nothing to learn. An analogous situation is confronted when we hear a speech in a foreign language which we do not understand. By contrast, hearing a speech in our mother language is somewhat analogous to the case where a good model exists for the speech string, albeit not an algorithm. For example, in both cases we can make predictions of how the speech might continue.
More formally we dene a`model' to be a probability distribution P (x n j) for the data sequences x n = x 1 ; : : : ; x n such that the compatibility condition X x P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; xj) = P (x 1 ; : : : ; x n j) (3:1) holds for all n; as required for a random process. Here, = 1 ; : : : ; k is a parameter vector, either of a specied or undetermined dimensionality. The condition (3.1) permits us to connect the two probabilities P (x n+1 j) and P (x n j) and to dene the conditional probabilities P (x n+1 jx n ; ) = P (x n+1 j)=P(x n j), which are clearly necessary for us to learn from the past data and to make meaningful predictions.
After all, if P (x n+1 j) and P (x n j) are unrelated, there is no way for us to learn about the statistical behavior of the "next" symbol x t+1 from the so far seen data x t . Frequently, the data appear in pairs (y n ; x n ) = (y 1 ; x 1 ); : : : ; (y n ; x n ), where the second components are expected to inuence the rst in some probabilistic manner, but such distributions P (y n jx n ; ) are handled much the same way as the simpler ones P (x n j): In addition, we may have a distribution for the parameters (): This distribution is traditionally called a prior, for it is supposed to express our prior knowledge about the`true' parameter value. Here, it is just an optional part of the model, which often gets dened by the way we describe, or more technically, encode the parameters.
It is convenient to collect models of each considered type into a class M = fP(x n j); ()g; where, as mentioned, () is optional. Such a class formation is, of course, quite arbitrary. For instance, we may wish to dene a class M k of all distributions of a certain general type with the same number of parameters, k, or we may take the class to be the union of all such subclasses over all k; and so on. However, it is important to bear in mind that since the criterion is the code length for the observed data, given a class of models rather than a particular model known both to the encoder and the decoder, we must include the code length required to encode the model itself with which the code was designed and even the class unless we consider only one class. The principle of searching for the model or model class that permits the shortest encoding of the data, together with the model and the class, is called the MDL (Minimum Description Length) principle, [14, 15] . Finally, although Shannon's theorem (together with the algorithmic notion of information [22, 10, 2] ) did provide the initial inspiration for this principle it is crucial to compare the models by the code length for the actually observed data sequence rather than by the mean code length. This is because we can always make the mean as small as we wish with the following worthless model: Assign a large probability 1 0 to some easily encoded string, say all 0's, and the remaining probability to all the other strings, including the observed one. The point here is that all probabilities and hence their means are arbitrary constructions, but a code length is not, relative to an agreed primary language in which to describe objects, taken here as a natural language and mathematics.
Where do the models and their classes come from? By a theorem of Kolmogorov's in the algorithmic theory of complexity, the problem of nding a best model of data has no algorithmic solution as soon as the model class is large enough to include the computable functions and distributions [10] . Hence, we do not wish to consider just one huge class of models as in the algorithmic theory of information, but rather we select the classes of interest suitably small using all available prior knowledge collected by others, human ingenuity, and even guess work. While this renders all the model classes only tentative, we will, however, have means to compare them and hence in principle to search for successively better and better ones. This, of course, is the way theories in science are also being constructed, except that the idea of a code length as the criterion is not formalized. It is still used in an informal manner in that a theory or`law' is accepted if it performs just about perfectly to within`measurement errors', which really means that the law provides a very short code length for the observations.
To illustrate an important way to construct models, consider the curve tting problem where a`smooth' curve is sought to`explain' a cloud of points on a plain. This problem is actually a very dicult one, because one must nd a formalization of the two intuitive notions of`smooth' and an`explanation'. In fact, there is no satisfactory solution to the problem in traditional statistics. Notice that statements like`suppose the data are generated by a Gaussian distribution' make an arbitrary assumption, which is dicult and, in fact, impossible to verify, and hence any continuation towards solving the problem as the conditional mean is quite irrelevant to the problem at hand. Suppose then that the data are given in pairs (y n ; x n ) = (y 1 ; x 1 ); : : : ; (y n ; x n ), and we seek a curve, say a polynomial of some unspecied degreeŷ as the required`smooth' curve. One might retort that we have made an arbitrary assumption about the`smooth' curve as being a polynomial. This is true, but by the MDL principle we may and should consider other classes as well, and seek for the best or the optimally`smooth' explanation, where optimality is dened in terms of the shortest code length. Suppose further that we wish to measure the deviation between the observed number y t and its predictionŷ t by some distance function such as the quadratic (y t 0ŷ t ) 2 : Although models dened this way do not seem to involve any probability distributions, we can in fact embed them within the previous formalism. All we need to do is to dene a density function, rst for each data point y t as f(y t jx t ; ; ) = K e 0(yt0ŷt) 2 (3) where is an additional parameter, and K denotes the normalizing constant needed the make the integral of f(yjx t ; ; ) over y unity. These densities are then extended to data sets by independence f(y n jx n ; ; ) = This embedding is not just an empty formalism. Unlike the prediction errors, which depend on the chosen error measure, we arrive at a criterion, the code length, which is universal, and since we can measure the model complexity in the same units we can include it in the total criterion.
Coding of Data with Model classes
Since the MDL principle allows us to compare not only any two models but any two classes of models, no matter what or how dierent these classes may be, we must learn how to calculate, approximately at least, the shortest code length for the observed data string, when a class of models is given. Theorem 2.2.1 does not give the answer, because it applies only to the case when the class consists of a single distribution.
In this section we outline three important ways to construct codes under such circumstances. Each method is of independent interest in giving a criterion for model selection, and so we sketch them all. To be specic we consider a class of distributions M = fP(x n ; )g; where ranges over some subset k of an k-dimensional Euclidean space. Similar techniques apply to more general model classes. (4) bits. Let =(x n ) denote the value that minimizes this code length, which is seen to be the maximum likelihood estimate. However, the decoding can only be done if the decoder knows the parameter value which the encoder used. Hence, to tell him this we need a preamble in the total code. And since we are not allowed to use a comma to separate the preamble from the rest, the code for the parameters must be a prex code. Whenever the parameters range over the reals, it is clear that to encode them by a nite binary string they must be truncated to a nite precision. For simplicity, take the precision the same = 2 0q for all of them. Then we need for each parameter at least q bits plus the number of bits needed to write the integer part. Actually, because of the prex requirement, we need a few more bits, of the order of 2 logq, which we ignore in comparison with q bits.
Since the truncation of to the precision may deviate from the optimum by as much as for each component, the code length (4) after the truncation is larger than the minimum. The larger we pick, the larger this increase will be in the worst case, while at the same time it will require fewer bits to describe the truncated parameters. There is then the optimal worst case precision, which can be found numerically. However, we can do the minimization asymptotically as the data sequence grows to innity. First, expand (4) into Taylor's series about up to the second order terms. When the code length for describing the parameters, namely kq (while ignoring the encoding of the integer parts, as we may), is added to the expansion, the result can be minimized over q or ; which gives asymptotically the optimal code length for each parameter as 0 log = 1 2 logn; and we get the total code length as M DL(x n jk) = 0 log P (x n j) + Having been discovered rst, this was called the MDL criterion [14, 15] . It may be minimized over the number of the parameters k to get the optimal model as well as its complexity. Formally the same criterion but with a quite dierent Bayesian interpretation and valid for the exponential family of distributions only was also found in [20] . 4 .2. Predictive Coding. Suppose we do the coding sequentially as follows. First, if the data set is unordered, we order it in an arbitrary manner, say as x 1 < x 2 < : : : < x t < : : : < x n : Encode a few of the rst numbers (6) where(x t ) = for t d: It is clear that we should link d to k, the number of parameters, in order to avoid start-up problems, which arise when too many parameters are determined from too few initial data points, but we ignore these problems here. Notice that in this predictive code length criterion there is no need to explicitly tell the decoder any parameter values, because they are calculated recursively by an algorithm assumed to be known to him. Neither is there any particular precision needed; the parameters may be calculated to the machine precision. However, when the model distributions are given in terms of density functions, such as the Gaussian (3), they should be converted into probabilities for the necessarily truncated observations. To illustrate the process and at the same time optimize the variance parameter , let be the precision for the number y t . Multiplying the density in (3) by to approximate the integral of the density function over an interval of length , we get the probability P ( In this setting, we have a prior probability P(M ) on the model class M as well as a conditional probability P(X j M ) of a data set X relative to a model M . Then the stochastic complexity L(X j M) of a data set X relative to an entire model class M is simply
The stochastic complexity criterion provides a true measure of how well a given model class M ts a data set X.
The greatest obstacle to actually calculating the SC is the mathematical intractability of integrating over the model class M, which has only proven feasible for parametric model classes such as the normal mixture [18, 19] . Consequently, although there is some justication for this denition for data generated by parametric distributions, the predictive code length is often the shortest achievable and asymptotically strictly shorter than the two-part code length for data generated by nonparametric distributions [12, 13] . Moreover, the mixture distributions are restricted to relatively few but still important cases where the required mixture distribution exists and can be evaluated. For this coding we need a distribution (), the traditional`prior'. As mentioned above for us it is just another part of the model class M = fP(xj); ()g. Often, it has further so-called`nuisance' parameters, which we would determine by the usual way by the MDL principle; here we let it be xed for simplicity. With this enlarged model class we can now dene I(x n jM) = 0 log P (x n jM) (8) where P (x n jM) = Z P (x n j)()d:
As a justication for calling (8) the stochastic complexity we now describe in an informal manner a theorem which may be viewed as an extension of Shannon's coding theorem [16, 17] . The theorem hinges on the general assumption about the models, taken here to be dened by the densities f (x n j); that there must be some estimator(x n ) which converges in probability to the parameter dening the data generating distribution. The probabilistic convergence rate for general classes of models is 1= p n per parameter. It follows then that no matter which distribution, say density function g(x n ); one picks, the following inequality holds lim n!1 E log(f(x n j)=g(x n )) (k=2) log n 1 (9) for all except some in a set of measure zero.
If we take the density g as one resulting from our best eorts to estimate the data generating distribution, we see that not only is the Kullback distance of the two densities nonnegative, but it must exceed a denite amount, given by the denominator, which simply represents the uncertainty inherent in any estimation process and hence the`model cost'. We see that this uncertainty per symbol (k log n)=2n
reduces to zero as we get more data and learn more about the data generating machinery. We also see at once that (5) as a code length cannot be improved upon asymptotically. Further, one can show under general conditions that (9) is smaller than (5) for large n, and hence, in particular, the latter is also asymptotically optimal. Further, it has been shown that for large model classes even the predictive code length (6) reaches the optimal bound, and, nally, that (9) also holds in almost sure sense.
Discussion
The MDL principle is meant to be applied is as follows. We contemplate a number of model classes M 1 ; M 2 ; : : : ; the th having k free parameters. For each class, we estimate the shortest code length it oers for the observed data sequence, and we nd the best class by
where the rst term is one of the three criteria derived above, and the second term denotes the code length needed to pinpoint the class. Depending on how the classes are formed, the code length of the model L(M ) may be large and in general cannot be ignored. We may obviously interpret the process (10) as one of maximizing the posterior probability of the classes, P (M jx n ); which is proportional to P (x n jM )(M ); as often suggested by the Bayesians. There is an important dierence, however. In our setting the code length L(M ) and hence the`prior' (M ) cannot be chosen freely, but it must reect the complexity in describing the class to the decoder, while in the Bayesian approaches the prior can in principle be selected as we wish. In fact, it often represents private subjective knowledge. In any event it cannot be optimized by the same posterior maximization principle, for we can make the posterior unity by a suitable choice of the prior. By contrast, in the MDL principle the model class can and should be optimized. Let us now apply the MDL principle to the logical problem of language acquisition in the domain of the metrical phonology 6. Metrical Phonology Metrical phonology is a system of linguistic knowledge used to demarcate natural sequences of speech sounds (constituency) and their relative prominence in an utterance. In this section, we formalize the acquisition problem for metrical phonology in three frameworks. Our principal purpose in doing so is to demonstrate the advantages of the minimum description length framework for modeling language acquisition problems.
The rst framework we consider is based on modern linguistic theory and on Gold's \identication in the limit" paradigm [8] . It is exemplied by the work of Halle and Idsardi (this volume), Dresher (this volume), and Burzio (this volume). Here, the simplicity criterion is used by the linguist to guide the search for an empirically correct theory of the language user. The second and third frameworks are based on Bayesian inference and the minimum description length principle, respectively. Here, the simplicity criterion is used by the language acquisition device to guide its search for the target language.
6.1. Generative Framework. According to modern generative linguistics, language acquisition is the process of deterministically xing the values of a nite set of parameters upon exposure to a nite set of linguistic evidence [3, 1, 8] .
In the generative framework, a metrical theory consists of (i) a xed set of n nite-valued parameters = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n that represent the humanly-possible metrical systems; and (ii) a function m that maps a syllable structure and a vector of parameter settings to metrical grid g = m(;) that assigns prominence and constituency to the syllabic sequence . 1 Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to the case where 2 f0; 1g n , that is, the value of each parameter is either 0 or 1. Likewise, each syllable structure may be modelled as a string over the alphabet fH; Lg where H indicates a heavy syllable and L indicates a light syllable. Each metrical grid g yields a unique stress pattern yield(g) = s, s 2 f0; 1; 2g a , where a is the number of line 0 marks in g, and s i is the number of marks that dominate the i t h position in line 0. The stress pattern s directly represents the prominence assigned to the syllabic elements that project to line 0 of the metrical grid g.
In addition, the metrical theory must provide a learning algorithm l that maps a stream of linguistic evidence to a particular setting of the parameters. Let us for the sake of simplicity assume that the language learner has learned the syllable structure of his language and is able to determine the level of prominence assigned to each syllable in a given word. Then the evidence available to the language learner is a sequence E = ( 1 ; s 1 ); ( 2 ; s 2 ); : : : where s i is the observed stress pattern that is assigned to the syllable structure i . The logical problem of language acquisition is to exhibit a learning algorithm l that on input evidence E outputs all possible settings of the parameters l(E) consistent with the evidence so far.
l(E) = f : 8i; [yield(m( i ;)) = s i ]g Alternately, we may require the learning algorithm l to consist of a set fl 1 ; l 2 ; : : : ; l n g of independent parameter learning algorithms, one for each parameter i of the metrical theory m. This variant of the traditional approach is exemplied by the work of Dresher (this volume). It has variously been called a \cues" or \triggers" framework [6, 11] . The correctness requirement for such framework is that each l i output either the correct setting of i (`0' or`1') or \don't know" (`?'). That is, for every i and E, l i (E) 2 f0;1;?g. Suppose that l i on input metrical evidence E has set the parameter i to the value v i , v 1 An additional requirement on the metrical learning algorithm is that it never change its mind. Let E(i) be the rst i elements of the innite data sequence E, jEj = 1. Then the algorithm l must satisfy the requirement: 8E; jEj = 1; 8j; 0 j < 1; [l i (E(j)) 2 f0; 1g ! l i (E(j)) = l i (E(j + 1))]
We note that this traditional framework for language acquisition has a number of diculties, the most serious of which is its assumption that the language acquisition device (LAD) is fundamentally a deterministic device that must therefore make hard, irretractable decisions. The immediate consequence of such an assumption is that language acquisition must be an extremely fragile process, because the LAD would not be able to overcome inconsistent or noisy evidence. 6 .2. Bayesian Framework. We may also formulate the logical problem of language acquisition in a Bayesian framework, where functions are replaced by conditional probabilities. In the Bayesian framework, language acquisition is seen as the process of continually revising the estimated probability of the true hypothesis. This process has been dubbed inductive reasoning by Li and Vitanyi (this volume).
In such a setting, the metrical theory consists of three components: (i) a binary parameter vector = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ; (ii) a prior probability on the parameter settings D(); and (iii) a conditional probability m(gj;) of a metrical grid g given its syllable structure and the parameter settings. A metrical grid g is deterministically mapped to an observable stress pattern s = yield(g) as before.
The parameter vector is as before, a model of the humanly-possible metrical systems. The probability function D() represents the prior probability that a human language will have a given metrical system. The conditional probability m(gj;) is the heart of the metrical theory: it represents the distribution of metrical grids possible for a given syllable structure. It is necessary to use a conditional probability rather than a function here because identical syllable structures are often assigned distinct stress patterns, for example, the English noun and verb forms of permit. Note that the metrical grid is conditioned only on the parameter vector and not on any lexical information, and therefore the probability function m must assign nonzero probability to every humanly possible metrical grid g for a given syllable structure , including metrical grids for words with highly irregular stress patterns.
Given such a probabilistic metrical theory, Bayes' Law provides the correct a posteriori probability P( j (; s)) of each metrical system given a single piece (; s) of linguistic evidence. (Recall that is a syllable structure and s is it's observed stress pattern.) P ( j (; s)) = P fg:yield(g)=sg m(g j ;)D()
As the a posteriori probability converges to a global maxima, we say that the metrical system is being learned. The Bayesian framework is strictly more general than the traditional generative framework. It provides a coherent method for reliably acquiring a metrical system despite incomplete, inconsistent, and noisy data. However, the Bayesian framework places a tremendous mathematical and empirical burden on the linguist. Where are we to obtain a plausible prior probability D() on the metrical systems? And how are we to dene a plausible conditional probability m(g j ;) on the metrical grids? The minimum description length (MDL) framework oers straightforward answers to these dicult questions. 6 .3. MDL Framework. In the minimum description length framework, probabilities are replaced by code lengths. (Recall that a code length is the number of bits required to encode a given object so that it may be perfectly decoded.) Language acquisition is seen as the process of nding the simplest target hypothesis that oers the most compact encoding of the linguistic evidence to date. The MDL criterion requires the language learner to strike a balance between the complexity of his current hypothesis and its ability to capture regularities in the linguistic evidence.
In such a setting, the metrical theory consists of three components: (i) a binary parameter vector = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ; (ii) a code length function on the parameter settings L D () that assigns shorter codes to simpler metrical systems and longer codes to metrical systems that are unusual or dicult to learn; and (iii) a code length function L m (gj;) of a metrical grid g given its syllable structure and the parameter settings. Again, the code length function L m will assign shorter codes to regular metrical grids and longer codes to idiosyncratic grids. As before, a metrical grid g is deterministically mapped to an observable stress pattern s = yield(g).
The MDL principles states that the best metrical system is the one that minimizes the total code length L(E) of the linguistic evidence E. The linguistic evidence E = ( 1 ; s 1 ); ( 2 ; s 2 ); : : : is encoded as a regression problem. That is, the decoder is provided with prior knowledge of the sequence 1 ; 2 ; : : : of observed syllabic structures. Now the encoder must eciently transmit the observed stress patterns s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : to the decoder. Since the stress patterns are strings from a known alphabet f0; 1; 2g, the encoder may always choose to transmit the stress patterns directly, without appeal to the metrical theory.
However, if the linguistic evidence is indeed drawn from a possible human language and the metrical theory has any empirical merit, then the metrical theory will characterize signicant regularities in the linguistic evidence. To take advantage of the empirical regularities uncovered by the metrical theory, the encoder would rst transmit the correct metrical system to the decoder using L D () bits, and then transmit the linguistic evidence E relative to the metrical system, using L(E j) bits. Thus the total cost of transmitting the evidence E using the metrical theory is L(E) = miñ
This formula shows the clear tradeo between model complexity and data complexity that distinguishes the MDL perspective from other approaches. The MDL formula states that simpler models are to be preferred to more complex models unless a more complex model provides a signicantly more compact description of the observables.
To simplify the presentation, we will henceforth assume that the encoder transmits a stream of metrical grids g 1 ; g 2 ; : : : to the decoder, subject to the requirement that yield(g i ) = s i for all s i . Then the cost of transmitting the evidence E relative to the metrical system is dened as the sum of the number of bits required to transmit each metrical grid
It is important to remember that probabilities and code lengths are interchangeable, and so the MDL framework is technically equivalent to the Bayesian framework. However, the MDL framework enjoys signicant conceptual and practical advantages over the Bayesian framework. It is often easier to design a prex code than to design a probability function directly. Conversely, it is often more dicult to design an unnatural prex code than to design an arbitrarily unnatural probability function. Next, we demonstrate the practical advantages of the MDL framework by dening empirically plausible code length functions L m and L D for the Halle and Idsardi metrical theory (this volume).
According to Halle and Idsardi (this volume), homogeneous parameter settings are more natural than heterogeneous parameter settings. Accordingly, our code length function L D () must assign shorter code lengths to homogeneous parameter settings. This is trivially accomplished as follows using an enumerative code, where n is the length of the parameter vector, and n 0 () is the number of parameters that are set to`0' in. L D () = log n n 0 () (11) The right-hand side of the equation (11) is the logarithm of the binomial function, which is minimized when is homogeneous (n 0 = 0 or n 0 = n) and maximized when is heterogeneous (n 0 = n 1 = n=2). Designing an equally plausible prior probability D() for the Halle and Idsardi theory that does not introduce additional parameters is nontrivial because it invariably requires us to integrate over a parameter space.
Next, we must provide the code length formula L m (g j ;) for the metrical theory itself. Since the Halle and Idsardi theory is essentially deterministic, this task is equally straightforward. The Halle and Idsardi model maps each syllabic sequence and metrical system to a unique metrical grid g. Lexical marking is the only mechanism from which to deviate from this canonical mapping. That is, the only possible deviations from the canonical metrical grid g for a given syllable pattern and metrical system must arise because some of the syllables in are lexically marked. Lexical marking is unnatural and dicult for the language user to learn. Accordingly, the coding scheme underlying L m must assign shorter codes to unmarked syllabic sequences.
One crude coding scheme that satises this requirement is to encode the index of each marked syllable in , along with a special \stop" character that terminates the transmission of marked syllables. Since we wish to minimize the cost of an unmarked syllable sequence, let us use bit 0 for the stop character. Then the prex property requires the index of each marked syllable to begin with bit 1, followed by the log jj bits required to identify the index of the marked syllable. (Recall that jj is known to the decoder; otherwise this information must be transmitted as well.) Let l( i ) be the minimal number of lexically marked syllables in the syllabic sequence i that are required to produce a metrical grid g i = m( i ;) that yields the observed stress pattern s i . Then the following formula, in conjunction with equation (6. 3), provides the code length of the linguistic evidence E in terms of the metrical system L m (g i j i ;) = 1 + l( i ) 1 (1 + log j i j): (12) This formula is minimized for an unmarked syllable sequence i and increases monotonically for each additional lexical marking required to produce a metrical grid g i compatible with the observed stress pattern s i .
